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ABSTRACT 

The four lunations ending 1 July 1973 produced 129 lunar 

range measurEments, most of which had an accuracy to better than 

15 cm. While no serious breakdowns occurred, a relatively large 

number of minor equipment problEms slowed the acquisition rate on 

the smaller Apollo corners. 
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I. OPERATIONS DURING THE QUARTER 

Summary: This report is one of a series of University of 

Texas, McDonald Observatory' documents describing the activities 

of the lunar laser ranging project. The reporting period covers 

those activities from 6 March 1973 to 1 July 1973. The following 

will, as usual, summarize the operations of the quarter both with 

regards to the actual ranging to the moon, as well as the systems 

research. In addition, it will document any anomolies in the clata 

acquisition which pertain to possible modifications of the data 

reduction process. 

The quarter began with a two week visit by University of 

Maryland personnel to test the timing electronics for the lYlaui 

laser station. The tests went relatively smoothly and the elec

tronics was given a clean bill of health after simultaneous timings 

by the two timing systems produced residuals with an agreement of 

better than 1 nanosecond. During that time the McDonald staff 

took the opportunity to test the stability of the McDonald crystal 

and the int egri ty of the McDonald timing syst em against the Maui 

standards. It was concluded that although the present timing sys

teJTl cannot compare with the accuracy of the Maui system,it is 

operating quite well enough for the present 3 nanosecond laser 

pulse. 

In addition to tE'sting the Maui electronics the University of 

Muryland personnel delivered, tested, and installccl the 1.2E. in

terference filter to replace our old D.7E. etalon. The filter is 
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tunable by applying a voltage to piezo electric crystals and has 

significantly better transmission than the old system. Antici

pating better signals with the new filter, the operations personnel 

hooked up the timing equipment in the maximum accuracy mode using 

the high gain 31000F photomultiplier as a detector. The systsn 

was le f t in the maximum accuracy mode of operation for the renain

del' of the reporting period. 

The actual ranging in March proc eeded reasonably well. Some 

laser data were missed due to mistuning of the new filter and more 

due to poor selection of the range gate. As the crew gradually 

gained experience with the new setup, however, the experiment 

began to pick up during the month of April. Good signal levels 

and high succ ess rat es led us to believe at that time that we had 

solved the problem of acquisition rate. April produced S3 suc

cessful laser rans in 6S tries with peak signals several times 

exceeding 1 photoelectron per shot. Unfortunately, we were pla

gued by a number of bad timings in the residuals which we call 

TTghostTT returns to be discussed in a later section. 

During the May and June lunations the acquisition rate inex

plicably slowed down. It is true that we were operating in some

wl1at worse seeing conditions and that we would expect a greater 

\'vater vapor absorption during the period. Nonetheless, we still 

cJ 0 not fully appreciat e the sudd(~n loss of signal which s C'emed to 

(l~cornpilny the last two lunations. ThE' operating crc\v only aCllllirp(\ 

tJ)(1 sllIilll curnc'r rQJ1.c'ctors "our tillll'S during tIll' t\\IU Illunth pl'L'iucl. 
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In spite of this lack of signal, we proceeded to cure the remain-

ing timing problems. Thos e acquisitions which were obtained in 

,June were of very high quality and consistently approached the 10cm 

1 evel. 

As usual the daily log sheets covering the operations during 

the reporting period are included as Appendix A of this report. 

Table I summarized the ranging activities on each of the reflectors. 

In total we acquired 129 acquisitions out of 186 tires for approx-

imCltely a 70% success rate. Thirty-nine of the acquisitions \vere 

made in less than 100 shots, reflecting the perc entage of time 

which \ve achieved what we believed to be an optimum performance. 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF OBSERVED SIGNAL LEVELS 

Number of Number of Numb er of Number of Average 
Att ffil}2t s Shots Returns Ranges Signal 

Apollo 11 LRRR 28 4783 156 17 .033PE/S 

Apollo 14- LRRR 18 34-40 91 11 .027 

Apollo 15 LRRR 129 24-14-0 963 101 • Ol~O 

Luna 21 LRRR 11 2836 0 0 ? 

All Corners 186 35199 1210 129 .034PE/S 

In addition to work of the McDonald ground station, some ef-

fort was put towards helping with the construction of -the Maui 

rLlnging station. During tho first week of April F. Hudson spent 

s('vcrLll dllYS in Boulder, Colorado working with the computer which 
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'vvill be used to point the transmitter and receiver on Haleakala. 

He was able to lay the ground work for putting a moon point pro 

gram into the small computer able to calculate the lunar position 

in real time. Hudson will return to Colorado to do t he final a SS Em

bly of that program when the real time operating system is completed 

by the JILA programmer. 

During the quarter E. Barker began a half- time position as the 

operations supervisor. He will maintain the project during the ab

sence of the project scientist helping with the Hawaii stations. 

In the interim, his presence will serve to free up the project 

scientist such that a greater effort may be put into improving the 

McDonald operation particularly with regard to accuracy. Barker 

accompanied the proj ect scientist to the June LURE meeting to b et

ter acquaint himself with the requirements of the operation. 

Corrunents on the Operation: Even though quite a bit of data 

was acquired during the last reporting period the operation did ex

perience a number of problems which depressed the acquisition rate 

below what it might have been. A number of timing equipment pro

blems, some time keeping difficulties, and some errors associated 

with the new interference filter all conspired to depress the suc

cess rate below that which we have become accustomed. These system 

difficulties, all of which are documented in the next section, were 

I'(~C'lC:.'ctl'cl most clearly in the low number of acquisitions on the 

~-;111,d lIlt' (~(lt't](lr' r'(IIT('cturs. SjlW(' ('i1ch njght T s rangil1g Upgins un 

III!' /\p()11 I) I I") ('()t.·tl('t' ~ j l .t s Jl;ltltl',l~LLy tl'lIl ' tilltl- ,I t ~ .ill](' Lit·Lay OIl 1"lll' 
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larger corner due to any such difficulty will decrease the nLmlber 

of shots which we have time to fire at the other sites. This les

ser amount of data on the smaller corner reflectors is further de

pressed because long delays since the previous acquisition prevents 

bootstrapping the range gate to an optimLml value. Large excursions 

from the prediction of the ephemeris are now apparent for all three 

corner reflectors. This coupled with the much higher noise rate 

due to the wider interference filter has caused a nLmlber of missed 

acquisitions during the last few months by poor plac ement of the 

range gate. 

hThile early in the last reporting period we did have a number 

of timing problEms associated with the system, the positive side of 

the ledger would indicate that these difficulties seem to have com

pletely disappeared during the June lunation. A detailed comparison 

of the returned photoelectron distribution relative to that record

ed by the calibration feedback indicates very good agreement as to 

the shape of the transmitted pulse. Another very encouraging de

vC'~opment during the June lunation \Vas six successive acquisitions 

viLl the IBM 1800 computer drive method of pointing. This method 

of pointing, which was dropped last fall following the spur gear 

drive installation,requires that the telescop e be driven to the 

site of the corner reflectors under automatic control and is then 

held at the drive position by using the edge of the field in our 

coude guider. The high signal levels which appear on the log 

sheets for these computer driven runs are proof positive that the 

l07 TT spur gear track system is now operating in a very good state 
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of tune. 

The inability to acquire the French/Soviet corner of Luna 21 

through several trials probably bodes poorly for this reflector. 

v\j~ must assume that: either the Lunakhod is pointed in a wrong 

direction; or sufficient dust has accumulated on the surface of 

the corners such tha t their refl ecti vi ti es are below that seen 

during the January and February lunations. We have dropped the 

Lunakhod corner from our ranging program unless new information 

is uncovered which indicates some hope for reacquiring it. 
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II. DATA REDUCTION DOCUMENTATION 

The following section lists anomalies in the operation of the 

experiment which resulted in adverse effects on the lunar ranging 

data during the last quarter. As mentioned before the list is un

usually long during this period, reflecting difficulties in a num

b er of different areas. Most of these problans are mere nuisanc es 

and have been already accounted for in the production in the data 

normal point s. It has been our policy, however, to list all known 

anomalies in the event that they may later prove useful in the eli

mination of or possible recovery of suspect residuals. 

A) Apparent TTGhost TT Residuals 

Problem: On numerous occassions during the past fe\\) months 

several groupings of residuals have been seen in the same laser 

run with separations anywhere from eight to fifty nanoseconds. 

These timings are usually in the form of several small groups fol

lowing the main statistical set of the run which is thought to be 

the actual lunar rangee The statistics show that these returns 

cannot be excused as noise anomalies and must undoubtedly be caused 

by some malfunction in timing of the LRRR residuals. The problem 

is most apparent when the noise rate is very high, particularly 

around full moon of the March, April, and May lWlations. 

Cause: The cause of the multiple groupings appears to be re

latpd to ringing in the base circuit of the photomultiplier tube. 

The grounded cathod e configuration of our photomultiplier requires 

us to couple' -the timing pulse's thl'ough ilhi~h volta~(" CLlPite.ito!', 
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thus preventing proper termination of the data line. The result is 

ringing in the photomultiplier line, some of which can be picked up 

through the photomultiplier discriminator. At low noise rates the 

ringing is not a problem since the timing system will, in either 

case, stop on the first pulse and thus not be activated by any of 

the following rings. High noise rates, however, coupled with the 

dead time in the timing system permit the discriminator to recover 

in time to stop on one or more of the ring pulses and thus produces 

an erroneous timing. 

Recovery: The only recovery possible in this case is to re

cognize that the effect has been present and set the filter program 

tight enough such that they do not average in any of the stops due 

to ringing in the photomultiplier tube base. It does not appear 

that the timing accuracy of the main statistical grouping has been 

affected . In some cases, however, it may be possible to cl evelop a 

false residual based on four or five photoelectron returns. The 

only way to eliminate false residuals for the March, April and May 

data is to restirct the recognition of lunar normal points to those 

events which contain at least six or seven photoelectrons. It is 

interesting to note that this ringing effect may be responsible for 

our so called SO n anosecond jump, which we have always in the past 

attributed to a malfunction in the time interval meter. 

Cure: Several different modifications of the anode coupling 

circuit were tested during the Hay IW1ation. The result was a par

li dl SlH '( ~ (':-:;:-:; in l'liminLlt ing tll C' '-1 for 011 ent ion ('(1 pl' oblclll . n y nsing 

; 1 [).()()\~_ ~ (J!,V ('(lllJ)Jillg ('(lJJllC .i.lol' ilJlll 12 Cj OlUll l ~ l'I'IlLil1itl~ Ol' 
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at both ends of our RG63 transmission cable, we were able to cut 

the ringing down to an acceptable level of disturbance. The photo

multiplier amplifier is now set with a gain of 4, integration time 

of 10 nanoseconds, and a differentiating setting of SO. We have 

not seen any statistically dangerous sets of groupings since making 

the last modification to the photomultiplier base. 
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B) Erratic Laser Firing 

Problem: Under normal circumstances we attempt to fire the 

lunar laser approximately half a millisecond after our system se

cond.s pulse. Rec ently the time of laser firing has varied by as 

much as + 1 millisecond. This is usually not a problEm in the final 

data handling, sinc e we rec ord the exact epoch of firing for each 

laser shot. It does, however, spread the residuals which are typed 

out on the real time printouts and thus makes it more difficult for 

the operators to recognize any anomalies in the data by observing 

the spread in the return. 

Cause: The instability in the laser epoch of firing appears 

to be caused by some unstable component in the laser circuitry. 

The exact location of the difficulty is unknown at this time. 

Recovery: The normal method of processing the llu1ar laser 

ranging data will completely "negate any effects of a varying epoch 

of firing. 

Cure: Since the exact cause of the problGn is unknown the 

cure is not obvious at this time. 
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C) Loss of Magnetic Tape Data 

Problem: During the first few weeks of the March lunation an 

error occurred in the Varian software. The error was not serious 

enough to cause the computer to halt, but did, however, cause it to 

loose all of the magnetic tape data for the period during which it 

\Vas evident. The error was not notic ed until the end of the March 

lunation leaving only the real time teletype printouts as records 

of the firing of -the first ten days of that lunation. 

Cause: Exact reason for the error in the software may never 

be knmvn. It was cured when the program was reloaded on the second 

\VeeJ~ of the March lunation. 

Recovery: The real time paper tape output from the system 

teletype contains residuals to an accuracy of one-fourth of a nano

second calculated by the Varian computer during the course of the 

ranging operation. We were very fortunate because the testing of 

the Maryland electronics had caused us to add additional printout 

representing the last four digits of the calculated range. With

out this addition the real time residual is uncertain by as much as 

two nanoseconds due to a truncation error in the small computer 

range calculation. It was a fairly simple matter to convert the 

paper tape to cards, send these cards to Austin, and then run them 

through the normal filtering program along with an exact calculation 

of the predicted lunar range. Unfortunately, due to tho prolJlem 

m(lntj ()nc~c1 in S c:.'ction II B, the epoch of firing \vClS only lCllO"l,VIl to 

LlPPr'oxiIllLlt(lly ~ SOD microseconds. This Y'esultc.ld in a gl'catC'l' singlC' 

shot UllC ert ainty than normal. With the exc epti on of larg E-~r error 
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bars enc ompassing the normal points these ranges were distributed 

as usual with the other data for the March lunation. It may be 

possible to recover this data to higher accuracy by using the mea

surem ent of epoch which was rec orded on the Maryland el ectronic s 

during this test period. 

Cure: Since the problem represents an anomaly which is not 

likely to reoccur, no changes in operation have been taken as a 

result of this difficulty. 
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D) Electrical Malfunctions in the Laser Interface Panel 

Problem: Near the end of the April lunation a malfunct i on oc

curred in the laser interface panel which caused an additional re

set pulse to be sent to the time interval meter after the laser 

had fired. This, of course, resulted in zeroing the time interval 

meter such that no residual was obtained for these shots. The pro

b181l was intermittent and not noticed for a couple of days until it 

became frequent enough to be obvious in the real time printouts. 

The problem appeared to be most prevalent on the dates of April 23 

through 25. It undoubtedly caused the lack of apparent lunar re

turns during those days. 

Recovery: No recovery is possible for the affected da-ta points, 

although there may be some good d.ata intermingled along with the 

bud during the period of malfunction. 

Cure: A temporary cure was effected consisting of generating 

a proper time interval reset pulse using our one second tick. In 

addition, the priority of building a new laser interface board was 

moved up such that we expect to have the upgraded replacement ready 

by approximat ely the 1st of July. 
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E) Clock Epoch Jumps 

Problem: The lunar ranging system time-of-day clock jumped 1 

millisecond several times early in the April lunation. 

Cause: The probably cause of the 1 millisecond epoch jump is 

noise on the output data lines. The jumps have not been f requent 

enough to trac e the sourc e of the electrical noise. 

Recovery: Since the epoch jumps occur in integral numbers of 

milliseconds it is relatively simple to manually correct the epoch 

such that the final clock data is correct . 

Cure: No cure has been instigated yet for this problsn. 
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F) Erroneous Noise Rates on the Log Sheet 

Problem: The star COlll1t measurements on the daily log sheets 

as well as the 1lll1ar background noise rates have always been mea

sured with a counting system having the dead time in excess of 1 

microsecond. This has not been serious in the past sinc e the maxi

mum noise rate for the 6 arc second aperture and the .7R filter is 

approximately 300KHz. The 1.2R interference filter·, however, pro

duc es noise rates in exc ess of 700KHz causing very inaccurate count 

readings to be put on the log sheets. The effect of this error is 

that the numb er of stops in the range gate does not agree with the 

noise rate plac ed in the log sheet and the apparent efficiency of 

the counting system is lowered. 

Cause: The llll1ar ranging system scaler has always been oper

ated. off the positive output of our Ortec 453 discriminator. This 

positive pulse is relatively long compared with the actual dead 

time of the instrument. It has resulted in an enormous coincidenc e 

losses. If this were not enough, we have fOlll1d in addition that 

the positive output of the discriminator does not exactly mimic the 

negative outputs which go to the timing equipment, thus making the 

positive output improper for setting up photomultiplier settings. 

Recovery: From the onset of the experiment until 1 JUl1C 1973 

the correct count rate can be counted in one of two methods. Ono 

method could involve counting number of stops in the range '\vindow 

and thus measuring the noise rate on that basis. A second possible 

recovery would involve correcting the count rate by Poisson 1 s for

mula to remove -the effects of the dead time. The correct count 
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appears to be given by assuming that the scaler reading is d epress

ed by a dead time of approximately 1.1 microseconds. 

Cure: As of the June lunation the long dead time on the scaler 

COW1t rate has been eliminated. It was found that it was possible 

to run the scaler directly off of the amplifier output and thus 

lower the effective dead time to approximately 200 nanoseconds. 

Thus, the June count rates placed on the log sheets are relatively 

close to the correct value. A permanent cure has been ordered in 

the form of a 100rvIHz scaler which can operate directly off of the 

NIl':'1 outputs which are used for the timing system . 
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III. SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS 

Changes in the system technique and hardware were kept to a 

minimlllTl during the last quarter. This reflects to some degree the 

preoccupation with other efforts such as the transportable lunar 

laser ranging station as well as a relative satisfaction with the 

present equipment. Those changes which did take place arc briefly 

doc lllT1 ent ed below. 

Interference Filter: As mentioned earlier, a tunable 1.2)\ in-

t erferenc e filter was installed by University of Maryland personnel 

early in the quarter. The filter appears to h ave '+0-lt5% better 

transmission than the old etalon as measured by repeated star checks. 

It is tuned before the first laser run on each night by observing 

the 6929)\ line of neon. A neon lamp is placed just in front of the 

diverging lens of the optical system and a 5-10 volt 1\.C sign ,\vavc 

signal is applied. to the filter. The single photoelC'ctron count 

rate is integrated on a multichannel analyzer which sweeps in syn-

shronousism with the 60 cycle line frequency. The sensitivity of 

this method is better than l/lOth of an angstrom and the typical 

shift in wavelength from night to night is only a few tenths of an 

angstrom. The mechanical stability of the filter package appears 

to be excellent. As yet, we have only found two minor difficulties 

concerned with operating with this etalon. The first is the fact 

cl bl k · . nl '.1 10 5 " tlla-t the h·1 illl11 neon oClng lS 0 Y approXlmatO....LY· ,rcqulrlng 

OJ' to LC'llVl' t-lle' 11('.LillJll 11(~(J1l laser ufT during ()p('I'ltliu'll. 'I'h(' S(I('()lHl 
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disadvantage is that the filter requires several days to fully sta

balize after a power loss or a large change in room temperature. 

New Interface Panel: Approximately one man month of effort 

was put into designing and constructing a new interfac e panel to 

control the laser and flip mirror circuitry. The old interfac e 

panel was not felt worth the effort to repair when the TIM reset 

pulse failed in late April (see earlier section). In addition to 

creating better grade circuitry for the laser and flip mirror op

eration, the new interfac e panel includes all of the circuitry nec

essary to take a pulser calibration, thus, making it far more con

venient on a night to night basis. The panel will be installed 

early in the next lunation and schEmatics and evaluation of its 

performanc e included in the next quarterly report. 

Optics: In addition to the new interference filter we have 

attempted to gain a further increase in the optics performance by 

upgrading the coatings in all of the smaller components. Prior to 

June of this year the beam expanding and diverging lens was not 

coated due to earlier doubt about whether or not a coating I,vould 

stand up under these energy densities. ImprOVEments in coating 

technology in the intervening time has eliminated the possible 

difficulties. A coated diverging lens was installed for the June 

lunation and appears to be holding up well. 

In an attempt at slight further optimization, the small optics 

in the detector package that feed the spatial filter were replaced 

\\/L U I ~I )(~c .i.id.ly C uiLt ell 1 ('JlS cs 1J eforc' th ("' .ll1l1C lund ti un. 'I'll c nOh' 

.Ll'll~ I"Ut'ill It'ngt1Js place L1 slightly gr('at(~r fic 1ld through thc' spatial 
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aperture and result in a much smaller beam to be then transmitted 

through the interference filter. Our most commonly used spatial 

apertures are now 3.2, 6.4-, and 9.6 arc seconds in equivalent dia-

meter. 

Photomultiplier Base: The following diagram shows the present 

configuration of the photomultiplier base at the anode circuit. The 

enclosed picture shows the resulting pulse shape as seen at the L~S4-

amplifier. While,as one can see, we have not yet reached an ideal 

si-tuation in -this regard; the many other requirements connected 

with the configuration of this system do not allow the optimum pulse 

shaping to be installed. We have not recognized any timing or count-

ing difficulties since the following configuration was installed in 

late May. 

FMT 
Anode 

---- :~I.V. ----

DISCR. 

20 nsee/cm 

Timing 
Equipment 
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Guiding: As usual, the bulk of the guiding during the last 

quarter was done using the x-y stage located in the focus of our 

reducing optics. The one change which the guiding did experience 

was that the helium neon laser was generally turned off during the 

actual firing such that leakage through the new interference f ilter 

would not raise the noise rate. In retrospect, the lack of 

He-Ne may have had some effect on the signal level particularly ,vith 

regard to the poor number of acquisitions on the smaller corner re

flectors. I n the future an interference filter will be used in the 

feedback path such that the helium neon beam may be left on perma

nently. In addition, the beam splitter is now being coated such as 

to increase the helium neon visibility in the observers field by 

approximately a factor of ten. It is hoped in this manner to make 

the beam direction much more apparent, especially during the bright, 

full moon stage of operations. 

We were pleasantly surprised to see that the computer drives 

resulted in five successive acquisitions during the lat er part of 

the June lunation. This is certainly a good indication that most 

of the bugs have now been rEmoved from the spur gear drive system. 

In each case the telescope was driven to th e site in an open loop 

manner via computer control and then held in that position by any 

feature in the edge of the field of our offset guider. The ability 

to make proper computer drives provides very useful redundancy sinc e 

t:1)(~ x-y stage becomes very critical, particularly with regard to 

"ucll!:-:i,I'or V[II'y lLlrgc ulTscts. Having a seconLlary J1H.:-,thod by \vhicl1 
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we can offset to the proper laser site will enable us to gain much 

more information on the offset of the rotating stage. 

Laser: Considerable time was spent during the last quartcr 

in an attempt to find an inexpensive means by which to upgrad C' the 

McDonald system to higher accuracy. The hopes for an inexpensive 

upgrade are keyed to being able to considerably shorten the pulse 

f rom the Korad K-2600 laser without having to go to a separate 

mode locked oscillator system. Although we have been previously 

warned that the present pockel c ell was not fast enough to permit 

any laser pulse shorter than three nanoseconds, we did attempt to 

shorten the pulse transmission mode cavity and test this hypothesis 

during the June lunation. As expected, the warnings prov~d corrcct. 

Our nex t step will be to borrow a fast er pockel c ell and repeat the 

test with slightly modified trigger electronics. If the width of 

the laser pulse can be lowered to near 1.2 nanoseconds (FWl-lM) , a 

tremendous savings can be had in the cost of an upgraded McDonald 

system. 



APPENDIX I 

DAILY OPERATING LOG 

MARCH 6, 1973 TO JULY 1, 1973 



STATIO~ LOG, MARCH 197J 

LA -:£ [AY( GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. or SHOT::: RETURNS ~IEATHER SEEINJ COMMENTS 

Ye r. 10 070 2~:00 cloudy cancelled 
02:00 (77 ) ~7~/4 0/4 clear 5 

(7t) 99/J O/~ clear 5 

~.~a r. 11 070 27.) :00 (79) 17)2/'5 11/3 clear '5 Tested Mo. electronics 
(80) 110/4 0/4 clear 7.) 1.)A filter 
(81 ) 66/0 0/0 clear 3 blew flashlamo 

071 07):00 (t,2 ) 224/3 7/) pt1 y. cloudy ") used 1.)A filter 
(b~) 17E-/O 0/0 II " 3 off set look bad 

}v:a r. 12 072 2 Z
, :00-05: 00 cloudy 

~J.ar. 1 ~ 07") 00:00 (84 ) 92/3 1·2)/3 clear 2 etalon look so. k. 
(b5 ) 190/0 11)/0 clear 2 

0):00 (8f) ) 91/3 16/3 clear 4 
$87) 281/2 0/2 clear 4 image motion 

06 :00 (b8 ) 91/3 10/3 clear 4 image motion 

Mar. 14 074 01 :00 (89) 96/3 9/3 clear 5 image motion 

04:00 (90) 109/3 6/3 clear 6 It II 

07:00 (91) 191/3 0/3 clear 7 il II 

rar. 15 075 01:45 cloudy canceif1ed 

04:45 (92 ) 92/3 15/3 ptly. cloudy 4 
(9J) 239/0 0/0 " II 5 

06:00 (94 ) )=)0/1) 4/3(7) clear 5 

Mar. 16 076 04:30 (95) 2'51/) 25/") clear ') 

Ot: 7)0 (9f) ) 1i b/J 6/3 clear 4 

mar. 1 '7 07 7 04:00 (97 ) 22c/3 4/3 cl"oud s 5 heavy cirrus 

09:00 (96) 2-)9/3 10/5 clear J imaiSe motion 

Mar. It 07t 04: JO-09: '50 cloud y 





;-

~ ----. 

TOTALS FOR MARCH Attempts 

5/0 
4/2 

~O/~ 
5/4 

STATION LOG MARCH, 197~ 

Successful Range Measurements 

2/0 
1/2 

24/) 
0/4 



::. C: 1> '1 2 C. L:':j, h?RlL 19'?~ 

LLl:. :P. I( _ Yl ) 1 ~ ~: ~ :-',::- ~.C. ~ , c... 0 :":iC1' 2 R~:L 2.:~._ ;,~" =:-;i.l--. bE~:~:, ·..j ~CA :.::: _, ~ E 

April ry 'Jrj7 IS': Qa clear cance11ec,bad chebs 
21:"0 (121 :S14/7) 0/ 3 clear 

(122 191/lJ 0/4 clear 
01 :00 ( 1?~ 3">9/3 O/:s clear 6200 

(124 204/4 0/4 clear ~ 6 40,000 

April t 09(: 21:00 clear co~puter troubles 
OO:OC (125) 211)/'1 0/7 cleer 5 

(12-5 ) 49/0 0/0 clear 5 
(127 ) 142/,S O/?, cleaT 5 

Oz, : oa (In) 149/0 9/0 cl ear 4 
(1 29 ) 191/3 O/Z, dear 4 
(1~0) l.j06/4 0/4 clear 4 

April 9 099 22 :",0 (Pil ) 1~9/0 G/O clear Z, 

(132 ) 90/5 14/3 c}ear ') 

01:00 (n') ) 27/0 12/0 clear 
(1)4 ) It;1/3 z,j') clear 
(1 ")5) 97/0 10/0 clear 

0") :15 (17,1) ) 150/0 '/0 cirru~ 2 laser calcite prism 

April 10 100 ?~: 45 (n7) 226/) 10/3 clear 2 
(13t) 221/0 8/0 clear 2 

101 0::2 :45 (139) 142/3 9/3 clesr 2 
05:00 (140) 4'5/) 10/:>; clear 1 

April 11 102 01:1,5, SZ:L..5 cloudy 
05:1,5 (141 ) 74/ 3 101", clear 2 

(142 ) lZ, t /? 10/2 clear 2 
(143 ) 95/0 12/0 clear 2 

April 12 10'5 00:)0 clear no power 
0"):40 (144 21t/'i It/ 'S clear 2 rechecked fil ter 

( 145 1)0/0 11/0 clear 2 s)stem not startinG 
Ot;:OO ( 141, 1.,7/) 12/3 clear 2 

( 147 2t4/2 0/2 cl ear 2 

April l Z, 104 01 :00 (1 4t) tt/) 9/3 p tl y. c 1 ou d Y ') 
(149) 134/0 4/0 (;1ouay 7) stoppec by cloUQS 

04 : 15 (150 ) 144/3 7/3 p"'.ly. clouay ') stopped by clouds 
07:15 cl ou d y hi iSh humicii ty 



~~.l;~=c;.: LCJ, APR IL 191'') 

='ATE DAY(GMT) TIME RU~ ,:C. :,0 . CF SHO TS RETURNS iiEA'IHEf, SEEING COMMENTS 

April 14 105 02: 35 (151 ) 96/3 13/3 clear 3 
05:00 (15? ~ t9/ 3 n/3 clear ima~ e motions,clouds 
06 :00 cloudy cancelled run 

April 15 10f) 01:0:) ( 15') ")22 /3 11/3 hazy 4 
0f):00 (154 95/Z, IllS hazy 3 

(155 242/2 0/2 hazy 3 
06dO (156 145/7) o/z, clear 4 

April 16 107 0') ;,)0-0>-: 30 c1ouc.y cancelled-clouds 

ADril P lOu 04: 15 (1 5") 97/ '" 12lS clear 1 
08:00 (152 ) fO/ 3 9/5 c1eer 1 

(1 59 ; h.L/2 10/2 clear 1 
(1'50 ; lc'..- /O 9/0 clear 1 

11:00 low dec. 

A::; ril 19 109 06:00-10:QO wind, ell st runs cancelled 

April 20 110 06: 2;0 (161 ' 94/7 9/3 clear 2 
(1":2 133/2 9/2 clear 2 
(I f '3 lZ,l/O 11/0 clear 2 
(1-)1; 94/3 9/3 clear 2 

10: ')0 (1~5 , 1~5/~ 11/"1 clear 2 

A?ril 21 111 07: ')0-11: Z;O cloudy runs cancelled 

A;:ril 22 112 07:".0 ( l;:f 141/" 7.,? /Z, clear 1 te s tinc electronics 
( If~l 67 /0 10/0 c1 ear 1 extreme zenith uist. 
(It:(, Y/2 11/2 clear 1 
(169 144/3 9/3 clear 1 guicer practice 

10: 30 (1 7 0 1i)2j't. 10/3 clesr 4 

1>.:;r i1 23 11 '5 Oc : ~5 (171 ) 4CF' 11/,,} clear 7, 

(1 "72 ) L,t/2 9/2 clear 
(1'7'1 ; 124/0 10/0 clear Z, off set ~chmiot 
(174 ; -z,t:,/3 11/'S clear Z, bui eer practice 

12: ')0 (1'75 ~ It9/5 7/ ? clear 4 

l,::ri1 ?i.; 114 09: QO clear 1._" cance11ed,image motion 
12: 0Q (1'7: a/7, 10/3 clea r 4 

(1 '7~ 770/2 t/2 clear 4 
(17c 94/~ ... ! z, clear 1; 



DATE ::'A YC';l"T ) 

114 

April 25 115 

April 2f: 116 

Apri 1 27 117 

April 2:... -1<ey 6 

~ OT AL S !' C?, APRIL 

:_ '; N:- I C:; LC'; , A := ~ l L l~/I ') 

TI ME RU; :, C. 

14:'10 (1 7 9 ) 

10:00 (ltO) 
(162 ) 
(Ie '5 ) 

1 ~\ :OO (l e4 ) 
16 :00 (1[ 5) 

10 : '50 ( 1 CIS ) 
13: ,)0-16: '10 

11 :40 (I e':') 
14:40-1 '":' :40 

l~ ew !',:oon Break 

~~C. c: ~_ He::; 

112/ ') 

c5/X, 
IJ9/2 
n t /a 
14~/) 
lto/ '5 

E 7P , 

'? ~ ~p, 

A T'I'E>~PT5 

15/0 
9/'2 

5 9/~ 
7, /4 

RETCR2:::: 

10/'5 

ll/Ii 
11/2 
0/ 0 
9/3 
~I I ') 

0/ ') 

0/ 3 

,.EAT HEF. 

clear 

clear 
clear 
cl ear 
clear 
clear 

clear 
doud y 

clear 
clear 

~ E EI NJ 

') 

) 
'5 

corvJMEN T~ 

') imas e motion 
3-4 image motion 

/.j-6 

image motion,blew f.laxf 
run s cancell eo 

cancelled becau se 
of contrast 

.X CC, ES,:;FUL RAiW E MEAtlJHEMEN TS 

1'5/0 
7/2 

'5 3/3 
0/4 



STATICK LG3, gAY 1~~~ 

DATE DAY( JM'::') TIJv'£ EU~ NO. he. OF SHCTS R:;n;f(l\S WEATHER S::':::l NG COMMENTS 

May 7 127 21 :00 clear ./ seeing contrast 
2 '5 :'50 (lt8) 172/0 10/0 clear 3 

(109) 06/) 7/) clear ') 

126 02:'50 (190 ) ')04/0 7/0 clear 2 changed discrim. settings 

May 6 12t 21:'10 (191 ) 153/3 10/3 clear 3 gain 4, into 10, diff. onto 
(disc. 2.0) 

129 00:00 cloudy cancelled 
03: 30 (192 ) I G8/3 9/3 ptly. cloucy 1 

May 9 129 23:00 clouc.y cancelled 
1)0 00:30 clouay CB.nc e11ed 

03:40 (193) 105/5 9/3 clear 4-5 

May 10 1)0 23: 35 (194) 66/3 10/3 clear 3 added transformer to base 
(195 ) 212/0 0/0 cl ear z gain 4,int.5,diff.50,dic.2.0 ./ 

May 11 131 02:30 (196 ) 140/3 12/3 clear 1 
05:40 (197 ) 171/3 9/3 clear 2-4 image motion 

May 12 132 00: 15-06: 30 cloudy runs cancelled 

May 1'5 1)3 01 : 15-05 : 30 cloudy 

May 14 134 02 :00-06: 15 cloudy 

May 15 135 02 : 45-07 : 00 cloudy 

May 16 136 0) :30 cloudy run cancelled 
05: LJ5-0G: 40 clear high humnity,dome close 

May 17 137 05:00 (196 ) 295/3 11/5 clear 2 started late-curtain . probleD 
ot: 30 (199) 236/3 10/3 ptly.cloudy 3 1i~ ht to heavy cirrus 

!-~ay 16 13c 05:30 (200 ~ 126/3 11/5 clear 2 
(201 ) 207/0 0/0 clear 2 
(202 ) 44/3 6/3 clear 2 

09100 (20 3) 239/3 10/3 clear z 
) 

May 19 l:s9 05:00 (204) 201/3 10/3 clear ) took out transf. in base 
10:00 (205 ) 342/3 0/3 clear 3 new parameters on ampl. 

int.5 G=2 1.50 disc. celay 
I';ay 20 140 07 :00 (206) 216/3 11/3 clear 3-4 trouble with TIC start 

11 :00 (207 ) 292/3 7/ 3 clear 4 stopped by bad seeing 



DATE DA ypMI ) 

May 21 141 

May 22 l.l,2 

May 23 143 

May 24 144 

M&y 25 145 

May 26 146 

May 27 14~ 

May 2t,-June J.., 

TOTALS FC~ ~':AY 

TII·lE RL'N 1m. 

07:10 

10:00 

09:00 
11:00 

Oe :15 

11 :00 

13:00 

10: ')0 
13: 30 

11:00-16:00 

11: ",:,0 

16 :00 

:, ew t~ oon Break 

(208) 
(209) 
(210) 

(211 ) 

(212 ) 
(213 ) 
(214 ) 

~~!~, 
(217) 
(218) 
(2 19) 

(220 ) 
(221 ) 

(222 ) 

ATTEMPT ::' 

5/0 
1/2 

26/3 
2/4 

STATION LCo'", :U.Y 19:7; 

NO. OF SHOTS RE'iTf1~S 

67/3 10/3 
190/0 3/0( ?) 
136/7y 4/3 

426/3 0/3 

105/3 0/3 
')2 4/4 0/4 
297/3 0/3 

l~~~ 9-/5 
225/4 0/4 
320/2 3/2 ( 1) 
367/3 7/3 

2M/ 3 0/3 
291/5 0/3 

244/~ 0/"5 

WEATHER SEE.IKi COJVilJ; EI'~ TS 

clear 2 
clear 2 laser prism failure 
cirrus 3 

cirrus 3-4 trouble with TIC start 
clouds 3-4 (4 nano off delay box) 

found bad TI M reset 

clouds 3-4 
clouds 3-4 
clouds 3-4 

ptliY. cl°Wdy 3 

"5 
7-

" clear 4 electronics malfunction 

clear :; 
clear -;: 

.J 

cloudy cance11 ed 
G=4 int=10 diff=50 disc.=2.0 

clear 4 
cancel1eu poor seein6 

.suCCESSF'UL RAl', ;;E~J IIjEA ~liREi\; ENT::' 

2/0 
0/2 

19/3 
0/4 



STA:ION LO}, JUKE 19T'i 

DATE DAY(GMT) TIME RUT, IW. NC.. Or ::fCTE:. RETUF:!';::" {;EA~HErt SEEING COJv'JJiE~TS 

June 5 15':; 20:')0 clear G.4,int._l0, ciff ·=50,ca~celled 

156 22:00 (22'S ) 2b2/~ 0/3 clear 3 dic.=2.0,prcmpt,f=8·5 
157 00115 (224 ) 349/) 8/3 clear 3 f'i ber 1 eaka6e? 

June 6 157 22:15 - 01 :15 cloudy runs c anc ell ec:. 

June 7 156 22:45--02:00 cloudy 

June (:; 159 23:00 cloudy run cancelled 
160 01:00 (225 ) 402/3 12/3 clear 2 

(226 ) 263/0 0/0 clear 2 
(227 ) 116/3 7/3 clear 2 

04:30 (22b ) 164/3 7/3 ptly .cldy. 3 image motion 

June 9 160 23:45 cloudy run cancelled 
161 02:00 (229) 181/~ 9/3 ptly.cldy. 3-4 telescope trackini pcorly(Lec) 

05:00 (230 ) 312/; 7/3 clear 3-5 II II " II 

June 10 162 00:30 (231 ) '530/) 13/') clear 3-4 
02: 'SO cloudy run cancellec 
05:30 (232 ) 316/7, 0/3 clear 3-4 telescope tracki r.,;; pccrl y( Lec . ' 1, 

June 11 163 01:00 (23 3) 152/' 0/5 clear 3 
03:30 (234 ) 7j21/~ 9/5 clear 3 stopped by : AA 
06:00 (235 ) 'Sle/~ 8/3 clear 3 telescope trackin6 pcorly 

June 12 164 02 ; 45 cloudy run cancellec 
Q6:45 (236 ) 379/~ 9/"1 ptly.cldy. 5 

June 1 '5 165 03 : 15-07 : 30 cl w dy runs cancellec 

June 14 166 04:00 (2 37) 264/'S 11/3 clear 2 9 out of 100 shcts 
Ocll5 (236 ) 140/:' G/3 ptly.cl dy. 3 

(239) 223/2 0/2 \I /I ') 

June 19 167 05:20 cloudy 4 
09:20 (240 ) 264/) 12/3 clear 3 

(241 ) 264/0 47/0 clear 3 

JUne 17 166 06:00 (242 ) 59/3 10/3 clear 2 
(243) 274/0 0/0 clear 2 
(244 ) 96/3 7/3 clear 2 

10: Q) (2lJ5 ) 1(;6/ ') 6/3 clear 2 
(246 ) 275/2- 7/ 2 clear 2 



STA!ICN LC~, J CKE 197~ 

DATE LAY(GMT) TIME RCl~ KO. NO . OF SHOTS EET~·~":~~ WEATHER SEEING CC~Y:E~:~~ 

June Ib 169 06:00 (247 ) lJ.ifJ/5 lJ/~ clear 2 ne;. £-li:. er 
09:00 (24e) 188/3 b/~ clear 2 " 
11:00 (249) 234/5 0/3 clear ) 

June 19 170 07:00 (250 ) 2 ) 1/'5 0/3 clear 5 ~ccr seeins,new 6uidet 
09:'50 (251) 240/") 0/3 clear 3-4 " n " II , 
12:00 clear 5 ",cancelled 

June 20 171 07:30 dusty 6 peer s eeini cancelled 
10:00 partly cloudy 6 II 

12:00 ci rrus 5 

June 21 172 06:00 (252 ) 15b/'S G/~ partly cloudy ) 

10:00 cloudy can(;elleo. 
13 :00 clou dy cancell ec 

June 22 17) 09:00 (253 } )80/4 0/'-+ clear 2 
10 :30 cloudy cancel lee 
13:00 (25 1,) 'S85/) 6/~ clear ") 

June 23 174 10:00 cloudy c anc ellec 
12:00 II II 

14: 30 

June 24 175 10:00 cloudy c ancell ec 
1):00 II 

14:50 (255 ) 133/ '5 0/3 clear stcpp ea C;.,: FF' A 

June 25 176 10: 30 (256 ) )76/3 0/3 clear 3 
13:00 (2 57 ) 226/3 lll'i It 2 

(25e) 237/2 7/2 clear 2 
(259 ) 266/'5 ~/) II II 

15:45 (260 I 196/') 6/3 

June 26 177 11 :45 (261 ) 2&:1/"1 6/3 clear 2 
13:15 (262 ) 94/3 ll/~ II " 
14: 30 (263 ) 951"'> /;'/3 clear 2 

(264 ) 2")'6/2 7/ 2 clear 2 some trailin6 returns 



TOTALS FOR JlJi\E 

TOTALS feR ~UARTER 

Attempts 

3/0 
4/2 

34/3 
l/lJ 

Attempts 

28/0 
16/2 

129/7) 
11/4 

STATION LCJ, J ~~E 1973 

Successful Range Measurements 

0/0 
)/2 
25/3 
0/4 

Successful Rang e Measurements 

17/0 
11/2 

101/3 
0/4 



APPENDIX II 

SYSTEM CALIBRATION DATA 



SYSTEM CALIBRATION DATA 

The following pages contain the calibration constants for the 

quarterly period covered by the present report. The catagories 

A through E are explained below. 

A - This column contains the uncorrected calibration constant 

for the entire lunar ranging system as measured by a light Emitting 

diode. It is approximately S. S nanoseconds higher than the final 

calibration value due to internal delays in the photodiode as well 

as geometric corrections. 

B - This column shows the results of calibrating only the re

lative delays between the photodiode and photomultiplier sides of 

the ranging system using a separate time-to-pulse height converter 

and a pulse height analyzer. 

C - This column gives the arithmetic mean of the feedback cal

ibration return through the entire lunar ranging system as recorded 

during the actual lunar ranging by the system teletype. 

D - This column shows results of subtracting the 2.9 nano

second geometric correction from Column C. The units have "[J(IC'n 

changed to tenths of nanoseconds and. a minus sign added to coincide 

with how this additive constant appears on the preliminary data 

cards. Letters A, B, C, and D follow the corrected calibration 

constant to indicate the relative accuracy, where: A = ! 200 pico

seconds; 13 = ~ 4-00 picoseconds; C = + 600 picoseconds; and D = 

+ 1200 picoseconds. 



-36-

March Calibration Data 

Date A B C D 

31000F, V=2700 
G=20, D=180 
Int=10, DIFF=SO 

March 9 (068) 12.4 

March 11 (070) 12.3 -S4D 

March 12 (071) 11.9 12.3C? -S6D 

March 13 (072) 10.9 

March 14 (073) 33.0 7.8B -49B 

March IS (074) 13.9 33.0 -S4B 

March 16 (075) 11.5 32.0 8.0B -SIB 

March 17 (076) 13.9 32.2 8 . 2B -S3B 

March 18 (077) 15.1 31.4 6.6B -S4C 

March 19 (07S) 

Harc]} 20 (0 7~)) 11.7 

~li . ll·C 11 21 (OSU) 8 . l~C -sse 

March 22 (OSI) 32.5 7.8B -49B 

March 23 (082) 11.9 32.8 8.SC -S6C 

March 24 (083) 32.0 8.0C -SIC 

March 25 (084) 10.7 32.5 7.8B -49B 

March 26 (085) 31.5 - SOC 

March 27 (086) 10.9 32.0 S.IB -S2B 

March 28 (OS7) 32.8 s.oe -SIC 

March 29 (OS8) 33.0 7 . 2B -43C 

Harch 30 (089) I ') -L. / 
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April Calibration Data 

Date A B C D - - -
31000F, V=2700 
G=20, D=lSO 
Int=lO, DIFF=50 

April 7 ( 97) 10.5 ? -46C 

April S ( 9S) 31.S 7.7A -4SA 

April 9 ( 99) 10.7 32.3 ? -44-C 

April 10 (100) 11.4- 32.0 7.4-A -4-5A 

April 11 (101) 10.9 31.5 7.3B -4-4B 

April 12 (102) Date Change 

April 13 (103) 10.4 32.5 7.4-B -l~5:8 

April 14 (10'+) 32.0 7.6:8 -47:8 

April 15 (105) 34-.0 9.0C -SID 

April 16 (106) 10.1 32.0 7.4C -4-5C 

April 17 (107) 

April IS (lOS) 10.4- 33.2 8.0C -SIC 

April 19 (109) 

April 20 (110) 32.8 7.2B -43B 

April 21 (111) 10.7 

April 22 (112) 32.5 6.9B -40B 

April 23 (113) 33.0 7 . 6B -l~7B 

April 24 (114) 32.S -4-3C 

April 25 (115) 32.S 7.2A -43A 

April 26 (116) 10.6 33.5 8.0B -SIC 

April 27 (117) ? 



-38-

May Calibration Data 

Date A B C D 

May 7 (127) 
31000F , V=2700 
[;=20, Disc=180 
Int=10, DIFF=50 10.1 -51B 

May 8 (128) 
31000F, V=2700 
G=4-, Int=10 
Diff=Out, Disc=20 10.7 8.0B -51B 

May 9 (129) 12.6 32 8.4-B -55B 

May 10 (130) 
31000F, V=2700 
G=4-, Int=5 
DIFF=50, Disc=20 
Added transformer 
to base 15.9 33 -84-D 

May 11 (131) 36 -85D 

May 12 (132) 

May 13 (133) 16.3 

fvlay 14- (134-) 

May 15 (135) 17.0 

May 16 (136) 

Bay 17 (137) 26.5 11.lB -82B 

May 18 (138) 13.5B -106B 

May 19 (139) 
G=2, Int= 5 
DIFF=50, Disc=150 
Took out trans form er 8.4- 4-.4-B -15B 

t-1ay 20 (14-0) 29 5.8B -29B 

May 21 (14-1) 29 6.0B -31B 

May 22 (1'-1-2) 
q nanoseconds 
or ffrom D clilY Box 9.7 31 10 .IB -7 2B 

MilY 2 ') -) (11j'J) ll~. 6 30 10. 'iA _7l~A 
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Date A B C D 

May 24 (144) 13.0 30 9.2A -63A 

May 25 (145) 29.5 9.7A -68A 

May 26 (146) 
G=4, Int=10 
DIFF=50, Disc=20 12.7 

May 27 (14-7) 3.0 9.2B -63B 



-40-

June Calibration Data 

No Change 

June S (1S6) 

Jillle 6 (lS7) 10.8 36.S 11. SB? - 49C 

Jillle 7 (1S8) 

Jillle 8 (lS9) 

June 9 (160) 31.8 7.7B -48B 

June 10 (161) 32.S 7.4B -45B 

Jillle 11 (162) 10.1 32.0 6.9B -40B 

June 12 (163) 32.7 8.1B -S2B 

JW1e 13 (164) 10.6 32.7 8.0C -SIC 

Jillle 14 (16S) 

JW1e IS (166) -SIC 

JW1e 16 (167) 10.6 32.8 8.1B -S2B 

JW1e 17 (168) 31.S 7.0B -41B 

JW1e 18 (169) 32.0 7 . 9B -SOB 

Jillle 19 (170) 31.S 8.0B -SIB 

JW1e 20 (171) 

JW1e 21 (172) 10.8 31.S -SIB 

June 22 (173) 32.0 8.0B -SIB 

JW1e 23 (17L+) 

,JW1e 24 (17 S) 11.4 

JW1e 25 (176) 33.0 7 .6B -45B 

JW1e 26 (177) 31.0 7 . 6B -4SB 


